&
HYGIENIC SURFACE CLEANER

ACHIEVE A MICROSCOPIC CLEAN!

A clean surface is the best defense against germs and other microbes.
To help in the battle to make and keep your facility safe, FAS-TRAK Industries is proud to announce the addition of FAS-TAB HSC
and HSC20, the chlorine dioxide generating tablets that are revolutionizing the concept of CLEAN. These tablets, available in 1
gram and 20 gram generate a solution that can clean, deodorize and sanitize any hard surface in your facility without leaving a
residue that will attract new soil or microbes. These tablets are designed to enhance the performance of tools like our ULTRA-TRAK
PLUS (for fast, large scale cleaning, deodorizing or sanitizing of ﬂoors or any hard surface), the Fluid 3D Mopping System, or in any
32 oz trigger bottle.
Additional Information:
1) Tablets are added to water, not water to tablets
2) Tablets should never be handled with wet hands, and protection against splash-back like googles is recommended.
3) Solution must be kept out of direct sunlight and in an airtight container for storage of up to 1 week.
Preparation Instructions:
FAS-TAB HSC: Carefully add (1) 1 gram tablet into water in a 32 oz trigger bottle or in the on-board Fluid Tool Cartridge, spray and
wipe or spray and mop any hard surface to break down protein, neutralize odors or destroy microbes like bacteria or mildew.
Use Instructions:
Use as you would any other hard surface cleaner, though not recommended for use on glass. For best results, use with microﬁber
cloths and mops.
FAS-TAB HSC20: Fill your empty and clean pail from the ULTRA-TRAK PLUS with 4 gallons of clear, warm water. Carefully open
and add (1) 20 gram tablet to the water, replace the lid and use either the on-board spray wand or 36” microﬁber cleaning pad to
clean, deodorize and sanitize any ﬂoor or hard surface.
Use Instructions:
Cleaning – Use with 36” microﬁber mop head to clean and sanitize large open area ﬂoors, or with the on-board spray wand and
hose to deodorize or sanitize bathrooms, kitchens, common areas, cafeteria tables, waste cans, school buses or more.

